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IDSIA and Artificial Intelligence



IDSIA affiliated with
USI and SUPSI since 2000

IDSIA is a research institute on Artificial Intelligence founded in 1988 

in Lugano by the italian philantropist Angelo Dalle Molle (1908-2002)

«Die Fortschritte der Wissenschaft im

Allgemeinen und die der aufstrebenden

Informatik im Besonderen den Menschen

nicht unterwerfen, sondern ihm nützen

sollten.»

What is IDSIA?



4

8 Professors 

26 Post Doc researchers

18 PhD students ....

Research Areas
• Deep Neural Networks

• Data mining and Machine Learning, 

• Optimization Algorithms

• Bioinformatics, Robotics

Projects with
• SNF-Swiss National Science Foundation

• CTI – Commission for Technology and Innovation

• European Commission, Direct Mandate

Teaching
• Bachelor and Master in Informatics at SUPSI

• Master in AI at USI

IDSIA: about 65 people



QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

AI is a science and a set of computational technologies that are 

inspired by the ways living systems use their nervous systems 

and bodies to sense, learn, reason, and take action

What is Artificial Intelligence?



… and what we really want?

Robots, machines and systems that can interact with humans, 

able to: 

▪ understand our language 

▪ adapt to new situations

▪ learn from data and experience.



Incredible progress since 2012







Where do we apply AI?



Basic Research Applied Research

IDSIA: from basic to applied research





➢ Numbers

➢ Characters/texts

➢ Sounds

➢ Images/video

➢ Graphs

➢ DNA 

➢ Non structured data

Machine learning e data mining: 

Learn from data and experts
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Learning from (BIG) data

• Search for patterns in data

– set of patterns = a model

– allows us to structure information

• Models can be queried

– for prediction, diagnosis, recognition, ...

• (Sort of)  Domain independent

– the meaning of data is not always needed



➢ Artificial vision
• is fundamental in many practical 

applications

• future systems will be based more 
on images than on texts

• robots have to understand their 
environment

• automatic classification for 
medical, navigation, recognition

➢ Neural networks

• inspired by the human brain
(tiny compared to it)

• universal function approximators

• deep = sort of “big” nets = sort of 
resurrection of these models

• often thanks to hardware speedup

Artificial vision & neural nets



Artificial vision & neural nets



Deep Learning : hierarchy of abstractions

In Deep Learning, you have a lot of relatively simple layers. You increase learning capabilities 

by increasing the number of layers, as opposed to increased complexity of layers.



Some Examples



Visual Perception of Forest Trails



– Drone autonomously follows a forest trail

– Applications in search and rescue

Drone: visual perception based navigation in 

Forest Trails



Neural Autopilot for Drone in the forest



We give voice to Google !!



LUGANO - Si chiama Shane Legg, ha 

conseguito il suo dottorato di ricerca 

presso l’Istituto Dalle Molle di studi 

sull’intelligenza artificiale ed è uno dei 

tre fondatori di DeepMind …

We give people to Google



DeepMind – Nature



Detection of mitotic nuclei in breast cancer 
histology images

Big Data / Deep Learning techniques applied to Biomed Imaging: 
huge, GPU-trained neural nets learn to solve chellenging pattern 
recognition problems from labeled training datasets

Selected Publications by IDSIA Researchers

▪ Veta et al., Medical Image Analysis 2016

▪ Giusti et al., ISBI 2015

▪ Ciresan et al.,  MICCAI 2013



Detection of mitotic nuclei in breast 
cancer histology images



Results of Mitosis Detection Competitions
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ICPR 2012 International Competition

50 images, 300 mitosis

MICCAI 2013 International Comp.

600 images, 1157 mitosis



Mitosis Detection in 

Whole-Slide Histology Images

Zygote / Embryo Assessment and 

Scoring

Microscope Image Analysis with Deep 
Learning Techniques

Segmentation of neural membranes 

in EM

Segmentation of retinal vessels



Classification of Steel Defects
(with Arcelor Mittal)



Pharmaceutics: formulation optimization 

for new natural compounds

In Silico screening to support in vitro experiments



Portfolio of loans in litigation

Learning from historical data the value of new portfolios



You buy something: a house, car, television or cash … and for 

some reason you cannot pay the installments anymore

… after some months your creditor asks you for his money back

If you do not pay …  the forced recovery activity starts … and 

your claim becomes a non-performing loan

What is a non-performing loan?



NPLs are problematic for banks … a large amount of 

them means bad balance sheets …

Banks can decide to sell NPL portfolios to investors

that will perform the recovery activity better, faster

and cheaper

… but … what is the selling price?

QBT assesses this price for NPL portfolios

Non-performing loans



• The traditional statistical approach failed after the 2008 

economic crisis: 

errors in cash flow prediction bigger then 30%

• We addressed the problem by Machine Learning

Unsecured tool (Utool)



QBT-PF2012: database 

period range 2009-2012 

(22.000 borrowers)

Research steps:

• Preliminary data 

analysis

• Model definition

(training)

• Error estimations

(testing)

Unsecured Tool



Unsecured Tool



To confirm the appropriateness of our approach we

performed a series of elaborations based on data

from the past to obtain testable predictions

Below are the results for a portfolio of 5,000 loans

with a series of historical data for 20,000 borrowers

GBV Pedicted income Pred. Inc Vs GBV Real income Real Inc. Vs GBV Delta %

312.538.905,06     28.287.401,20       9,05% 30.090.831,50    9,63% 0,58%

Average error after Utool: 6%

Unsecured Tool



Who’s working with Utool?



Efficient

Automated

Scalable







... And other projects

– Energy trading and eolic plants optimization

– Visibility index from Google search results

– Business analytics

– Genetic analysis on lynfomes

– Medical data analysis and strategical planning 



GTC keynote on Tuesday April 5, 2016 Jensen H Huang, CEO of NVIDIA

The prize is the new NVIDIA DGX-1 Deep Learning Supercomputer valued at 

130’000$



One of the best international bio-inspired AI institutes and Swiss

companies directly benefit from the work of its researchers

Swiss Special ICT Award 2016







Concluding remarks

➢ AI is in the process of deeply changing our Society

• An unprecedented opportunity in history

➢ The AI wave is here to stay

➢ Machine learning is a very big part of it

• But machine learning is craft not science (yet)

• People (well) before algorithms



Thank your for your attention


